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A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,
question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and
managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always
turn to as your next step in a crisis.

INSANITY:
DOING THE SAME THING

mental
exercises
The majority of the following exercises are
based

on

the

NLP

Big

Guns

and

Representational Systems, if you want to go
learn more about processes like these.

Fair warning, these processes are powerful! Youʼll
be surprised at how powerful.

OVER

& OVER

AGAIN

EXPECTING DIFFERENT

issues, a boyfriend that I was obsessed with and

RESULTS

So I swapped the characteristics mentally for

ALBERT EINSTEIN

When I was first studying NLP, I had two major
chocolate.

chocolate

and

lettuce,

and

make-yourself-hate-something
phone calls from my boyfriend.

I

did

process

the

on

To this day I still avoid phones, I even avoid

emails now. And I have an unnatural obsession

with lettuce, while I can go years without
chocolate.

I only ran each process once. Consider yourself
warned :)

Focus here for three seconds

make yourself really love something
Focus here for
three seconds

In this exercise, youʼre going to create a strong
association in your mind to a whole bunch of
events, experiences, people, animals or pictures
that leave you with a feel good feeling.
So, after youʼve done the exercise, what will happen
is that each time you think about the item youʼve
placed focus on, it will trigger all the feel good stuff
youʼve anchored to it, and accordingly youʼll feel
good about it. Pretty simple hey?
As the diagram indicates, what youʼll do is collect
five memories of positive things - events,
experiences, people, pets, you name it - anything
that delights you.
If youʼre doing the exercise mentally, write the five
things down - nothing messes up this exercise
more than forgetting your order of experiences of
forgetting your experiences midway through the
process.
Then, youʼll spend three seconds focusing on the
item you want to feel good about, and then three
seconds each remembering the points youʼve
listed. Rinse and repeat three times.
Alternately you can do this exercise physically with
pictures printed or in a book, moving from one
picture or book to the next.
If youʼre digitally inclined, then make a slideshow
or folder with the images in and let it autoplay or
flip through them on your tablet or smartphone. If
you do go the digital route, you can add more
pictures and keep this as a handy resource anchor
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Photos of your own cute pet, who you have an emotional
bond to, will work even more effectively
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Focus here for three seconds

You are free to use photos of
anything that really delights you

Focus here for three seconds

Photos of cute and baby animals will
almost always for anyone! Itʼs shown by
researchers in Japan that looking at them
reduces stress and increases productivity
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Focus on the item you want to feel positive
about for about 3 seconds intensively

Either look at the physical picture or imagine it
in your mind

Focus on activating your heart chakra before
the process to feel more connected
Alternately use the HeartMath Quick Coherence
Technique before and after the process has
been run

Alternately anchor your subtle senses to your
heart for connectedness using the BodyTalk
Cortices Tapping Technique and then run the
process

You can also run the Cortices Tapping
Technique to fix and store the new information
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x3

Focus here for
three seconds

Repeat the cycle at least three times

Feel free to go on for as long as you need to or
until you feel some sort of breakthrough

You may even want to do this repeatedly for a week
or two if itʼs something stubborn

Ensure that your inner voice is repeating positive
phrases during this whole exercise

to make you feel good on the go.
You can also vary this exercise up by varying the
pictures.
Baby animals may make you ooh and aah, but if you want
to feel sexy, then you might like to try pictures that turn
you on.
If youʼre working with forgiveness, then try looking at
pictures that elicit compassion and tenderness and
placing the person you want to forgive as your point of
focus for the anchor chain,
This is a very powerful process and one you might not be
able to undo - so be careful what you do with it. Itʼs ten
years later and I still hate phones :)

...OR make yourself hate something!
Speaking of hating stuff.... you can reverse this
process for that too, which is great when youʼre
obsessed with something and really want to stop
thinking about it.

The exercise is useless if your inner voice is not playing
along, and unchecked it could sabotage you

Just replace all the pictures and associations with really
negative, ugly and scary stuff and ensure that your inner
voice is repeating things like gross, ew, yeuch, oh no, etc.

If youʼre still battling to get the hang of inner voice
stuff, just record the the chant on your smartphone and

Fo pictures and associations think stuff that totally makes
your tummy turn, like accident scenes, people throwing
up, mess, spiders, gross insects and animals, insects
eating each other.... fell how gross youʼre feeling right
now?

You might try repeating ʻlove, joy, happiness, peaceʼ
under your breath or think it as you look at each picture

put the track on loop for the duration of the process

For the hate/aversion variation you could activate
your sacral chakra to give you the power to resist

Think how cool it could be if you could automatically feel
that way about something you want to get rid of, like
smoking or a chocolate addiction?
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